
Theory Meeting at the DNB May 25,2000
Present: llene Fox, Robin Hoffman, Valarie Mockabee, Patty Detaney, Sandra Aberkalns, Ann Hutchinson

Guest, Oona Haaranen

1 . Direct Path

Ann says that the problem is that what is in the AHG text and the Elem. Study Guide are in direct
disagreement. In a direct path the arms went near the body, but it is NOT the same as a straight path.

After ICKL a change was made about the amount of arcs. It was decided that the 3 degree path should be
done on the peripheral curve, and not with arms slightly bending. Ann is not sure that this was the best
solution, but at the time it seemed like a good idea.

The discrepancies discussed are in the Elem. text, pg. 28, ex. 29, in AHG text pages 118-119, exs. 149c.,
149d.

Mickey Topaz in the Elem. Text has equated the two terms (central path & direct path), but she is describing a
central path in her word notes.

Ann says that it seems to her that in OSU they are describing direct and straight as the same thing. Ann does
not believe that Mickey's wording is very clear. Robin said, that it sounds like Mickey is deliberately being a
little vague as it is an Elem. text and the students just need a simple explanation..

Patty said that isn't a direct path the straightest pat, the most direct way to get between to oppositional points?
Ann says direct is really not a good word. To Ann a central path means literally coming through THE CENTER
of the body. To Ann a direct path allows for elbow bend, she does it without thinking of specifically coming
close. How close is close? Sometimes you are farther away, sometimes a little closer. The term direct path has
a very special meaning in Labanotatbn. Patty and a few others-were a little at a loss to understand what the
problem is with the term direct path. Patty also says that direct path is a very easy word for the students to
connect with. Ann believes that somewhere along the way straight and direct paths have become
synonymous, llene says that really what AHG says in her text and what Mickey has said do not really disagree.

So Ann asked do we really have a way to write all these different things. Ann insists that in a direct path there
will be a slight curve. In a straight path are you deliberately drawing a straight line between two points, or are
you just going from here to there without thinking.
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• Ex.a. Is the understood 3 degree arc as we use it today.
• Ex.b. Is the visual representation of the path ex. a. would produce.

Ex. c. Shows an inward curve for the right side of the body.
Ex.d. Shows an inward curve for the left side of the body.
Ex. e. & f. Enlarged versions of the symbol.
Ex. g. Is a visual representation of a direct path (does not relate to any of the written LN examples).
Ex. h. Is a visual representation of the path ex. c. would produce.
Ex. i. To what does the outward curve relate to?
Ex. j. Possible solution to direct path, but it didn't work
Ex. k. Approach a straight path
Ex. I. Same as ex. j. in LN context.
Ex. m. Is the reason ex. j & I don't work.
Ex. n. Understood peripheral path as we use today (same as ex. a).

• Ex.o. Was proposed for direct path.
• Ex. p. Is a straight path.

Ex. p'. Is a suggestion for direct path.
Ex. q. You are doing a straight path which will slightly bulge outwards.
Ex. r. Is the motif symbol for the body.
Ex. s. Shows how in motif you show something on the right side of the body.
Ex. t. Is the arm approaches the body (suggestion for direct path).

• Ex. u. We put ex. t into a path sign to get the kja of a path. "Closer to the body".
• Ex. v. Letter 'd" inside the path sign to indicate a direct path.

Ex. w. Itene put up a symbol that included a circular path, a very small curve.
Ex. x. A curved path with an approaching sign around the motif symbol for the body.
Ex. y. The curved path in this example shows meandering which comes from motif.

• Ex. y'. Ann added arrows to make it a curved path rather than meandering.

Ann said well how about a simple deviation? llene asked about how about approaching a straight path (ex. u.)?
Patty would read ex. I. as a slight deviation towards place middle on the way. llene says that there is a problem
with ex.1. - what if you were doing something like ex. m.?



llene said that the old rule had timing issues that were a problem. - Again, llene asked if Ann didn't like approach
the straight path. Ex. n., o., and p., were written by llene to show the progression of that approach theory.

Patty asked if there wasn't a motif symbol (see ex. r.) that could be modified for structured notation. Ann says
this symbol is used when you need to establish a center line of the body(see ex. s.), or if you have an arm
gesture which approaches the body (see ex. t.). llene feels that since we are talking about paths the symbol
needs to refer somehow to the path.

Patty says that she wouldn't talk about the path to the students, she would talk about the relationship of the
extremity as it moves from one direction to the other.

Everyone felt that additional discussion was necessary.

2. Size of deviation
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Ex. a. Left arm moves from place low to left side middle with a black deviation pin.
Ex. b. Uses a direction symbol.

AHG teaches this a deviation when she wants a specific direction to think of.
It has come to Ann's attention that the DNB uses this as a bigger deviation than what is indicated with a
pin. Many notators at the DNB since Jane Marriet's time have used this with this meaning.

Ex. c. Is is a tack deviation.
Ex. d. Direction symbol with no level.

Sandra wants this to be accepted in situations where it really doesn't matter whether the curving action
is symmetrical or asymmetrical.

Ex. e. llene says that in this case it is unclear as to what should be done.
llene says that in ex. e she would not know whether it is symmetrical or asymmetrical. Sandra said, that
what if it doesn't matter. It was agreed by all that shaded or unshaded direction symbols both have a
place and are equally valid in context.

Ex. f. Sandra's example from a recent score.
Ann has no problem understanding this usage in this context.



Ex. g. An example of an arm movement with a shaded direction symbol.
Ex. h. An example of an arm movement with an unshaded direction symbol.

Valarie's notes indicate that while people said that ex. g. and ex. h. are similar people were reading ex.
g. as being "bigger" and ex. h. as any deviation.

Ex. i. An example of an arm movement with a deviation tack.
Question is if there is really a difference between these last 3 examples, and if so what?
Conclusion - direction symbol is a larger deviation than a pin.

Ex. j. Is the symbol for spatially very small.
Ex. k. Is a pin deviation that is spatially larger.

These 2 examples were considered more vague.
Ex. I. symbol for spatially larger.
Ex. m. It is unclear as to what the relationship is between ex. k. & M. Is there a difference?

Ann says that with step lengths we can determine something in centimeters, inches, feet, etc. Robin said that
in a classical second position you can also define things from an anatomical perspective. [I have no idea how
this fits in with the topic - either something is missing before or after].

It seems that everyone is in agreement that there is room for all these types of deviations.

3. Time Signs

Sandra's head was not screwed on properly when she opened the discussion of the time signs (ex. a thru d.).
As no one was technically taking minutes during this topic Sandra will attempt to clarify (note takers privilege)
what she was trying to point out, but didn't, in a more coherent manner.

a. b. c. c'. d.

Ex. a. Is the sign for timing, no special aspect.
Ex. b. Is a new time sign proposed by Sandra.

The symbol ̂  (or = ) in mathematics means "is approximately, or nearly equal to". This means

that, for example in a triangle, that the angles must stay the same, but the size can change. How is this
analogous to movement?

In a recent score Sandra needed a way to describe that the dancers did not need to do the timing
exactly as written, but it was not free timing, nor was it uneven speed, or necessarily freedom in
duration as the explanation in ICKL says, The general coordination of the arm gestures with the legs
should remain the same." The movement itself needed to stay exactly the same (i.e. the arm/leg
coordination was not being manipulated, that relationship had to remain constant). However,
between specific points in the music they were free to interpret the music, to manipulate the timing of
the movement. I am not sure whether it was always the duration of the movement that was being
manipulated or if it wasnt sometimes the speed also, or a combination of both.



Musical interpretation is almost always as assumed aspect of a work. It is NOT unusual for
principles/soloists to exercise their musical options. However, the dilemma I encountered was
indicating WHEN they were encouraged to exercise this option and when not to (and the when not to
is even relative).

Musicians have what is called a rubato [a fluctuation of tempo within a musical phrase often against a
rhythmically steady accompaniment) which may be a similar concept although not quite identical in this

case. In perusing the 1991 ICKL1 paper on time symbols Sandra found a lot of symbols that
addressed the time/speed/duration etc. issues but she felt that there was nothing that really
addressed the above dilemma.

Are there any ideas/recommendations out there? Valarie said that she had a similar dilemma for the
Bebe Miller work she was notating for her certifying score.

Ex. c. Freedom of timing is the current usage.
??? This was Knust's sign. When Ann asked him what it meant he said, "It has no meaning I just
made it up." Ann was very sad that people started using this before any other time signs were
developed.
??? Ann wants to see ex. c'. to mean totally free (nothing to do with time).

Ex. c'. is a context heavy symbol. ??? What does this mean?
Neither Sandra's, Robin's, or Valarie's notes are clear for ex. c. & c'.

• Ex. d. Actually, Sandra wrote the incorrect symbol. It should be the symbol used in gtossary entries which

is only written as = .

Sandra wanted to bring this symbol up as it is used in glossaries and people often say, "this short form
is similar to/approximately equal to the long version," which we now know is incorrect. We should say
that the short form to be used in the score's body is "congruent to" the detailed analysis shown in the
gtossary.

Again, in mathematics congruent to means:
1). super imposable so as to be coincident throughout.
3). Coinciding at all points when superimposed.

Using the correct terminology for these two symbols will only become an issue if ex. b. is used.

The following time signs were also put on the board but were not discussed in depth.

e. f. g. h. j1.

1 Full papers on this topic were presented at ICKL in 1981,'83, and '85. Accepted time signs are

presented in the 1991 ICKL proceedings.
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Ex. e. Timing is free."
Ex. f. Freedom in use of duration.
Ex. g. Rate of speed (velocity) is free.
Ex. h. Ad lib space.
Ex. i. Ad lib body.
Ex. j. Timing is not being considered.
Ex.j'. ???
Ex. k. ???
Ex. I. Ex. f. in context.
Ex. m. Alternate proposal to ex. b.
Ex.. m'. Same as above.
Ex. n. General sign for speed.
Ex.o. Ritandando
Ex. p. Accelerando
Ex. q. Increase speed.
Ex. r. Old way of showing ritardando.
Ex. s. New way of showing ritardando.
Ex. t. Freedom of steps.
Ex. u-x.

Example from a recent score. The only problem is with ex. v as it says that speed is included but the
reader doesn't know in what way (even though the use was gtossarized as slightly faster than the
previous staff it could be confusing to a reader more familiar with time signs).
So in this example each time the phrase is repeated the speed immediately increases and remains at
that speed for that repeat.

Ex. v'-x'.
Were proposed as an alternate version, but then the speed increase would happen gradually over a
period of time which is not correct for the score example but could be valid in another situation.



4. Initiation Bow

Years ago Jane Marriet wanted to be able to show a movement happening first in time and not first in space like
leading/guiding. The example demonstrated was a Bartenieff knee drop.

When the DNB was looking for a solution Ann came up with the symbol seen below for the initiation bow
(about 1981). Vera Malette was also using the same symbol but in a very different context (i.e. as impulse).
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Ex. a. Current DNB usage of initiation bow with shoulder blade initiating.
Ex. b. Addressing the timing issue by placing the initiation as an up beat.
Ex. c. The squiggle indicates that something has to happen before the actual movement.
Ex. d. Using a bracket (an addition bow) to indicate timing.
Ex. e. Shoulder blade
Ex. f. Using a leading bow rather than an initiation bow.
Ex. g. Playing around with the use of an arrow to show initiation.
Ex. h. Similar idea to ex. g but written differently.
Ex. i. Using a zed caret to link the body part initiating to the movement (body part) it is modifying.

*Notators at the DNB have disagreed for many years on the ICKL ruling and continue to use the zed
caret as a symbol with a different meaning than a "regular caret (see last paragraph).

Ex. j. llene said that if we give the zed caret the meaning of leading into a movement then in this example
the zed caret doesn't make sense.

Ex. k. Ann says that in this case this is the primary reason we need zed carets.
Ex. I You have a very slow preparatory action into the step. In this case ft is an unspecified, "natural" way to

progress into the movement.
Ex. m. llene wrote this example from the ICKL proceedings and asked if this example would not be equally



clear with a caret? It says to shift onto the knees. Valarie and Sandra both said that stufi was the key
word. Ann asked how you would do it different without the caret? The response was that you would
have to write right forward diagonal high direction symbols.

Ann says that the trouble with blackening one end (see. ex. a.) looks too much like an accent. It is
possible/probable that the initiation happens before the movement actually begins. You need to show where
the movement originates, it may be an unseen part, it may not be that visible, moving in space. A lead by bow
is basically a good sign for it, but it needs something else, llene said that the vertical bow is a problem as there
are timing issues. Most everyone agreed that the initiating action is almost an upbeat. Valarie thought that we
need some sort of pre-skjn that could accommodate a body part in it. Patty said that initiating is still denoting
movement, action.

The problem with the ICKL ruling on carets and zed carets is that there is NO difference between the
meanings in context. The DNB for many years (Ann agrees) has used (and gtossarized) the zed caret to link a
gesture to a step, to link a head rotation to a facing, and today were exploring the idea of linking a body part to
a movement to indicate initiation.

This concluded this meeting.

Minutes were compiled by Sandra Aberkalns, Valarie Mockabee, and Robin Hoffman.
These minutes have not been edited so the authors apologize before hand for any errors.


